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STATES DISTRICT COURT
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GENERAL VON STEIN DENIES

HEAD OF THE GERMAN ARMY
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Attack on Forts Suspended Because Kaiser J?
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BOARD

TO RESIGN FROM, BANKING COM
PANY AND PHILANTHROPIC
BODIES

f

FLOTSAM IN

LEAVES ALL

PACIFIC STILL MYSTIFIES

T 12.

M.
Paul
Warburg's testimony before the senate
l.hhking committee, made public today,
revealed that as a member of the-nefederal reserve board, he will divest
himself of every financial interest, although not required by law to do so.
"I am going to leave Kuhn, Loeb
and Company, and I'm going to leave
my Hamburg firm," Mr. Warburg told
v
the committee.
,"I am going to leave every single
corporation with stuti I am connected.
More than that, 1 am going to leave
every educational and philanthropic
aasociation with which I have been
connected, because I think a man who
is on that federal reserve board ought
to be like Caesar's wife, he ought to
be above suspicion; he ought to be
without any entangling alliances."

VVaslilngton,

Aug.

FAMOUS CASE WILL BE CARRIED
UP TO THE COURT OF
LAST RESORT

MORE INVESTIGATION

DENIED THAT CECELIE

St. Paul, Minn., Aug. 12. The International Harvester company today was
declared to be a monoply in restraint
of interstate and foreign trade, and
was ordered dissolved by a majority
In the United States district

OF HIGH COST OF FOOD

GOLD IS FOR OTTAWA

THE MORGANS SEND MILLION TO RESOLUTION OFFERED IN CONGRESS BY REPRESENTATIVE
CANADIAN CAPITAL AND REHOWARD

CEIVE FRENCH GOLD'
New York, Aug. 12.

It

is denied in

Washington, Aug. 12. "Food prices
have increased in some instances to
the extent of extortion, because of the
European war" was the subject 'of au- g
other
resolution introduc
ed today by Representative Howard of
Georgia,
The resolution calls on Secretary
Red field for statistics of foods held in
cold storage, any attempt at a corner
in foodstuffs, and the difference be- prices paid q the prodwer and
exacted roin, the consumer. Attorney
irnn..HJjn --".If. nnll..J
for information as to wnat invesngar
tion his department is making and
whether offenses have been discovered which are punishable under the

court

Unless the $140,000,000 corporation
financial circles here that the entire
submit a plan for the dissolution of
amount of $10,000,000 and more gold
the combination into at least three inPrinzessln
the
from
taken
Kron
dependent concerns within 90 days, or
Finland Claims Western Atlantic Closed for Shipping as Far South
is to be sent to Ottawa. J. P.
in case of appeal within 90 days of
Conas Trinidad by Five British Warships Austrian Military
the issuance of au appeal mandate
Morgan and Company, it Is underMuch
have
of
Damage
from the United States supreme court
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Doing
stood,
Bombardment
Belgrade
recently,
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to
Canadian
the
decision announces that the court
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by
to City Montenegrin Coast
f
f
but other ' bankers interested in tha
will entertain an application for tlr
Kron Prinzessln Cecelie shipment, reappointment of a receiver for all tr
cently returned here, expressed tho
,propertles ot the corporation
A Dutch dispatch says a terrific cannonade was heard this morning
The decision of the court was glvf
opinion that only a small part of that
Braim -'
from" the diction cf tongres, north of Liege," It was reported yesterday
sum will, e shipped across' the bory Circuit" Judge""'W-Uer-1Iowa. y.1Ui wtfch Jfttdpo. WiiMam .'' .
der.
that two'divisions of German cavalry with artillery had arrived there.
between BeHook of Kansas agreed, and froi n
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York
The
that
looking
any
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He says they will be
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to large shipments of gold to Canada,
loss of 20,000 in his effort to take ths forts there.
Count von Moltke, commander-in-chie- f
whether for the Bank of England or
taken without the loss of a man as sjon as German heavy artillery
of the German army.
Taken to Supreme Court.
for any other purpose, will be unpo anti-truHe asserts that "the Belgian, force Is numerically superior to ours."
laws.
to
Chicago, Aug. 12 The harvester
pular in banking circles. New York
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PANAMA CANAL

BU

In every department of this big store you will find bar
as
to
pains during this sale that will compel you buy
we want
piece of summer merchandise to find a

ererp
new home, Here a few of the manyi

65c to $1.00 Onyx Hose
23 c pr.
"Onyx" Hose of fine lisle, in white,
black and tan. Embroidered and
lace styles, all sizes,
NOW, PAIR

Colonials,
Button Oxford,
Strap Sandals,

23c

Baby Dolls.

The end of the season's selling In these lines. The materials are patent, nubuck,
suede, satin and velvet All
sizes In some style. Regular
$3.50, $4,00.

$4.50.

35c Gauze Lisle Vests

Jc

Made of gauze lisle, both, lace trimmed and plain. NOW

t7c

65c Silk Gloves 22c

NOW

Women's 2 button Silk Gloves in
white, tan and black. Regular price

$1.50

65c.

now

22c pi

SILK SALE
Wash Silks for waists, etc., in a variety of striped
patterns, Regular price 60c yd. NOW yd
18 In.

24 in. striped Messalines in greys, tans, blues, browns,
and white. Regular price 75o d. NOW yd

Foulard Dress Patterns, in several
sold regular

at $12.30.

$3.00 to 4,00
tub Silk waists

Only afew

ry
L'V
4

colors, that

left at

,

OVf
JTll'

ffJ Q
jTr

.

$1,25 Dressing Sacques 48c
Made of lawns and Swisses In dainty figured patterns, trimmed with
ribbons, laces, eta

Royal Irish linen paper with envelopes to match, in a fancy box

$1.50

2 for 25c

of

40c

2 5c Box Paper

COMING PRIMARIES
IN MANY STATES
STRENGTH OF PROGRESSIVES
IN
BE DEMONSTRATED
,

CONTESTS

Aug.
tinvft iheen held

Washington,

toriftl

TO

1

RECOMMENDATION TO THAT EF-FECT IS PRESENTED BY
FILADELFO BACA

NESS

NEXT SATURDAY MARKS THE
FORMAL OPENING OF WATERWAY TO TRAFFIC

IN-

Washington, Aug. 12. More than
four months ahead of the date set
when the board of consulting engineers in 1906 estimated that it would
take until January, 1915 to complete
the Panama canal along the lines then
under way, the United States government finds itself ready to begin business next Saturday in selling tickets
of all nations
o? Dassaee to shins
new
the
gateway.
through
It is Just ten years since the governt
ment advertised its purpose to
the oceans. It is nearly 400
years since a Spanish engineer first
suggested 'such a project.
For a time the epoch which this
triumph of engineering marks will
pass unnoticed so far as celebrations
go, for it is not until next spring that
thu great demonstration will be made,
but from next Saturday on, the Panama canal will be an jaccompHshod
fact, and the world's commerce will
gradually accustom itself to this new
con-r.tc-

groove.

these
waists in both high and low
neck styles. White grounds with
colored stripes, some in solid
colors. Save one hall and more
on them now
A nice assortment

TEACHERS MOST GO

IS READY FOR

BARGAINS
Pump,

12

AUGUST

TO THE INSTITUTES

Son..

South SidolVja

BROKEN LOTS OF

WEDNESDAY,

l'2c

FranciB E. McGovern, who calls him
self an Independent progressive re-pvblican; Lieutenant Governor Thomas
Morris, progressive republican (La
Fcllette); Paul A. Hastings, progres
sive democrat, and Thomas A. Kearney, Independent democrat.
August 25 Is fiie date fixed for the
California primary. The contestants
for the republican nomination are Con
gressman Joseph R. Knowland and
Samuel Shortridge, James D. Phelan.
former mayor of San Francisco, is to
receive the democratic nomination.
Francis J. Heney and Chester H. Row- ell are rivals for the progressive

ia four
iowca
states during the past ten days. In
three of the states the results were
pretty nearly in accord with the general forecasts. In the fourth, Kansas,
the defeat of Senator Bristow for
has been hailed as a disIn Utah the progressives have en
tinct victory for the republican party, tered into a fusion arrangement and
since Bristow, though running on the have nominated James H. Moyle for
ticket as a straight republican, has senator. Reed Smoot, the republican
ben allied right along with the radical Incumbent, has no opposition lor re- element.
nomination.
During the next three or four weeks
The law in Maryland provides for
the re will be primary battles in some the
holding of the primaries between
widely separated sections of the coun- September 8 and September 15. Sen
try that, will show whether the results ator John Walter Smith, democrat, is
in Kansas are a true Indication of the opposed for renominaiUonj by Isaac
political trend in the nation at large. Lobe Strauss, former attorney general
Colorado,
Illinois,
Maryland, New of the state. The republicans propose
Yc.rk and Wisconsin will hold general to nominate Ei C. Carrington, who two
primaries before the end of next years ago was the bull moose leader
"
month. In the opinion of politicians in the state. So far the progressives
"
here the results in these states ought have not been- able to decide on a canto indicate pretty accurately whether didate.
the progressive movement is as weak
At the present time the-- political sitthroughout the country as the repu- uation in New York is so mixed that
blican managers have been claiming no one can venture to predict who will
since the defeat of Bristow in Kansas. be the senatorial candidates. The pri
The Illinois primaries will be held maries are to be held September 23.
ecrly next month. Lawrence Y. Sher-nui- With Elibu Root declining to be a
incumbent, has no opposition as candidate for renomlnation, the re
the candidate for the republican nomi- publicans seem inclined to turn to
nation. The democratic candidates are James W. Wadsworth, former speaker
Roger C. Sullivan, the Chicago ma- of the state assembly. Representative
chine politician; Lawrence B. String- William M. Caldor, from one of the
er ,who has been indorsed by Gover- Brooklyn districts would like to have
nor Dunne and Mayor Harrison of the nomination. Neither the Wilson
Chicago, and who is supposed to be democrats nor the Tammy democrats
favored by the Wilson administration have yet put forward their candidates,
Barratt O'Hara, the present lieutenant and the progressives are waiting for
governor, and Harry Woods, the pres- Colony Roosevelt to help them make
ent secretary of state. The real con- their choice.
test is believed to be between Silli-va- n Among the senators who seem to be
and Stringer, with the advantage assured of renomlnation this fall are
in favor of Sullivan on account of his Hoke Smith, democrat, of Georgia,
superior political organization. Ray- though he has opposition in former
mond Robbins of Chicago will receive Governor
Joseph M. Brown; John R.
the progressive party nomination for Tnorton of Loiusiana;
Francis G.
the senatorship without opposition.
Newlands. democrat, of Nevada; Jacob
The Colorado primary will be held H. Gallinger,
republican, of New
September 8. Senator Charles S. Tho- Hampshire; Frank B. Brandegee, remas is to be renominated by the
publican, of Connecticut; William P.
democrats. Three men are out for the Diingham, republican, of Vermo- republican nomination, James H. and Wesley L. Jones
1
of
frown, J. K, Stevens and C. W. Wa- hmi lugton.
JT-'-'terman. Benjamin Griffith is the only
man seeking the progressive
A Hint to the Wise I Sufficient
When
constipated take ChamberTet for
Th Wisconsin primaK
i
Tablets.
lain's
They are easy to take
Sfta'tor
Isaac
September i. With,
For
out of the contest the and most agreeable in effect
Adv.
s&le
dealers.
all
by
,j ,
candidates before the , people tire
-

rep"

What it will mean to the world at
large and to particular nations, and
especially to the United States,, is
around which a great deal
of controversy has waged, now to be
answered by the canal Itself.
After the passage of a government
steamer next Saturday, probably the
Cristobal, any ship up to 10,000 reg
ister applying for admission from the
Pacific from the Atlantic or vice versa
may be conducted through the 50 odd
miles of waterway upon payment of
$i.25 for every ton (net) of cargo.
Crew and passengers will not be taxed.
At this nominal expense some two
months sailing time on a 10,000 milo
voyage around the South American
continent may be saved or the expense
done
of transshipment by railroad
away with, If desired.
The canal has cost the United
States nearly $400,000,000. That is
approximately what De Lesseps, the
French engineer, figured it would cost
when he undertook the job in 1889, but
he spent that and more, in making
only a slight impression, and ended
in utter failure and financial disgrace.
A year from this time it is figured
the government will have to show re
ceipts of Some $15,000,000 to pay the
aerating cost of the canal, which will
be about $4,000,000 a year, and the
interest on its huge investment. Whe
ther it will be able to do so this year
or for many years is a moot question.
Traffic experts have .estimated that
10,000,000 tons of fright will be carried
through- the canal every year for the
first few years, and that later it will
be nearly doubled. This, roughly, has
been the experience at the Suez can
al. Last year nearly 6,000 ships passed through the Suez, with a net ton
nage of over 20,000,000. The growth
in tonnage in 10 years had been more
than 70 per cent.

Santa Fe, Aug. 12. Teachers hold
ing third grade' certificates must in
the future attend institute four weeks,
if the recommendations of the educa
tional conference today are put
Assistant Superintendent
through.
Filadelfo Baca and other educators
made a. strong plea for greater effi
ciencv of the teachers and alter a
s
institute was
discuslon, the
planned ajui indorsed. Other propo
sitions for bettering the institutes
was also adopted after discussion; The
conference will remain in session until
Friday or Saturday. Tomorrow and
the day after the question of county
superintendents' salaries and duties is
to come up.
The executive committee of the
New Mexico Educational association
met in connection with the conference this forenoon. The program for
the Albuquerque convention during
week was outlined,
Thanksgiving
Speaker Champ Clark. Vice President
Thomas R. Marshall, Martin Brumbaugh of the Philadelphia schools,
Slrattor B. Brooks and Helen Keller
will be among the speakers if they
accept the invitation extended them
The musical features will be in charge
of Stanley Seder and Miss Garrett
Sunday preceding is to be educational
day in the Albuquerque churches and
the educational council with Dr. F. H.
H. Roberts is to meet the Saturday
preceding; The section meetings will
be held In the forenoons and the gen
eral meetings afternoons and evening.
Professor J. H. Wagner resigned as
chairman of the oratorical section and
Rupert F. Asplund was chosen in his
four-week-

place.
CITROLAX1

CITROLAX!
C I T R O L A X !
It's a laxative of course and the
nicest hot weather drink you ever
tasted. Flushes thoroughly and plea"J-antltoo. F. C. Crysler, Syracuse, N.
"Have used laxatives for
Y., says:
1 5
years but this Citrolax has got
everything else beat a mile." Try it
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
Co.

Adv.

CALL FOR REPUBLICAN PRIMARY
A primary convention of the repub
licans of Precinct fl Is hereby called
to meet at ocjoik pr m. on Friday
August 14, 1914, in the council cham
ber of the city hall in the city of Las
Vegas for the purpose of selecting 11
delegates from said precinct to the

county convention of the republican
party that will be held in the town of
Las Vegas on August 15,1914, to se
lect delegates from San Miguel coun
ty to the republican state convention
that will be held la the city of Santa
Fe on August 24, 1914.
By order of the precinct committees
JOHN H. YORK, Chairman.
LIKE MOST OF US

Quick Cure for Diarrhoea
The most prompt and effectual cure
for diarrhoea is Chamberlain's Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy. When
given as soon as the first unnatural
looseness of the bowels appear one
dose is nearly always sufficient to ef
fect a cure. It should be kept at
hand ready for instant use. For sale
by all dealers. Adv.
TAX COLLECTIONS

Santa Fe, Aug. 12. State Treas
urer O. N. Marron today received
Nicks I know I ought to economize
ut
$3,570.21 from Treasurer Celso Lopez
Hicks Dou't know where to begin.
of Santa Fe county;
from
$216.45
Treasurer Sylvester Mirabel of Va ibT
Nicks I know where, but not when
lencia county, and $1,314.40 from Sa
lome Sanchez of Guadalupe county
BIG MONEY NEEDED
Otero county reported to the travel
lng auditor $1,503.02 of 1913 taxes col
lected; $549.73 of 1912, $10.58 of 1911
and $53.71 of 1910 and prior' taxes
Santa Fe county reported $14,128.93
of 1913, $1,044.88 of 1912, $461.51 of
1911 and $414.26 of 1910 and prior
taxes collected. San Juan county re
ported $3,221.07 of 1913 taxes, $167.86
of 1912, $29.01 of 1911 taxes collected
in July. Torrance county $3,358.83 of
1913, $5,417.94
of 1912, $3,406.97 of
1911, and $6,917.74 of 1910 and prior
taxes collected.
;

:

"""""

Ilalfacre, Dexter, Mo., bought
Foley Kidney Pills for Mrs. Halfacre,
s
who was down on her back with
so sore he had to help her move.
He says, "She would cry with pain
He Nothing would makeme hai
serosa her kidneys, but after she took pier than your consent to a speed)
the second bottle of Foley Kidney Pills, marriage,
She- Hut You haven't money enough
she was as well and strong as ever."
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug for one 5 those speedy divorces later
M

kid-r-.ey-

Co

Adv.

12, 1914.
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pents and not be harmed.
"It doesn't say that people won't
TCHED AND
be bitten by Berpents, but If they are
bitten it only shows that their faith
is weak. If they die they are only
NTENSELY laying down their lives to the Lord,
and any of us are ready for that"
That this belief of Divine protection
Breaking Out Covered Whole Body. hag been put to the test for years in
Came in Pimples. Clothes Irrisouthwestern Kansas and sometimes
tated. Used Cuticura Soap and with, fatal results was admitted. ForOintment. Now Healed.
tunately for the mortality record, rattlesnakes are scarce in Kansas.
Whenever a reptile ts found it is pass2623 Stout St., Denver, Colo. "The
breaking out started on my mother'! back. ed from hand to hand among the
Later It covered her whole body and caused
members. Even if some of the disintense burning and Itching.
It first came in pimples and ciples are bitten it does not deter the
later became rough and Itchy. others from, testing the strength of
The Besh then hardened. It
their faith.
was so itchy that she scratched
At a meeting in Stafford county a
and caused It to spread. Her
me
few
ciomes
Dreas
unrated
years ago, when 25 disciples were
XVTCSvY
ing out; sue coma wear omy
a tent meeting, three of them
holding
silk garments. She got neither
were bitten. AH three of the bitten
sleep nor rest. The eruption was. also on her
ones recovered, but the county auface and caused disfigurement.
"She tried everything that was pro. thorities arrested the worshipers and
scribed, but there was no relief. Then she
took them to St. John. An attempt
began to use Cuticura Soap and Ointment
and they gave her relief at once. It lasted was made to take the minor children
two weeks after she began to use Cuticura, of the worshipers from them, but fail-

I

BUILD

!

i

and Ointment and then she was
healed." Signed) Miss Dorothy Criasman,
Soap

Apr. 21, 1914.

Samples Free by Mail

To prevent dry, thin and falling hair, allay
Itching and irritation of the scalp, remove
crusts and scales, and promote the healthy
condition necessary to produce a luxuriant
growth of hair, frequent shampoos with Cuticura Soap, assisted by occasional dressings
with Cuticura Ointment, afford a most effective and economical treatment. A single
set Is often sufficient when all else fails.
Cuticura Soap (25c.) and Cuticura Ointment (50c.) are sold by druggists and dealers
everywhere. Liberal sample of each mailed
Skin Book. Address postr-car- d
free, with 32--

Dept. T. Boston."

PINS FAITH

ON

THE BITE OF

SNAKES

Most Skin Trouble

TENNIS

CAE

SECT THAT
PROVES SALVATION IN PE
STRANGE

NEW

CULIAR MANNER
A faith In God that makes them capable of handling poisonous reptiles
without fear of Injury is one of the
tenets .of the "Snake Eaters," a re
ligious organization 'which, has been
holding meetings in Dodge City, Kas.
The poisoning and death of members
of the band as a result of handling
the snakes and prosecutions by the
authorities have not broken up the
organization, which now has a membership scattered over southwestern
Kansas and Oklahoma.
The presence of the members of
this cult was revealed by the calling
of the officers to quell a disturbance
that broke out as a result of "revelations" made by one of the speakers.
The true Disciples of Christ is what
the members call themselves.
The hair pulling that was staged
was a result pf the interpretation
.given by one of these speakers, Mrs.
Mary Osteen, a widow of Bloom,
reflected on the morality of
iwhich
Mrs. T. A. Covington. .Mrs-- Covington
indignantly denied that she was guilty
of a sinful spirit, as charged. The lie
'was passed and immedately the meeting was in an uproar. The hostess
seized the speaker by the hair. Four
other members, including Mrs, Covington's husband and a
tried to unlock her fingers. Then
somebody called the police.
"
: "We believe that through faith we
an handle snakes," said Mrs. Covington. "For in Luke He tells us that
if we have faith we can raise Ber- -

.

son-in-la-
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FRENCHJEVOLUIION

The Active Principle of a
Famous Remedy Works
Wonders.

DR. ROBERTS DELIVERS LECTURE
BEFORE SUMMER SCHOOL AT
SANTA FE

In tracing the causes of the French
resolution, Dr. Frank H. H, Roberts,
before the summer school
here yesterday afternoon, brought out,
that a game of tennis was one of the)
causes of the upheaval, and that Iho
making of a lock led to the death of
the king, showing that even the most
trivial event have mighty consequents.
Many people have marveled the way;
He described In detail the system of
S. S. S. overcomes skin troubles.
The explanatlon Is the fact that S. 8. S. works taxation under which France groaned
In the blood and the blood Is really a mostj at
the time, especially the onerous
intricate and extraordinary mass of arteries;
road tax, akin to that levied in Ncf
and veins.
When you come to realize that the skin
and the flesh beneath are composed of a Mfxico, the exemption from taxation
network of tiny blood vessels you solve the of the church and nobles, the salt anJ
mystery.
There are wonderful medicinal properties octroi or occupuation taxes, and other
in 8. 8. S. that fo ow the course of tne forms of revenue, indirect taxation
blood streams Just as naturally as the most))
out to favorites. The
ed.
( btlng farmed
nourishing tood elements.
It is really a remarkable remedy. It fellies of Queen Antoinette, the degenIn Morton county five years ago contains
one ingredient, the active purpeW
Mrs. Covington stood beside a woman, of which Is to stimulate the tissues to thq eracy of the churr":, the establishment
selection of its own essential nutrihealthy
Mrs. Will Talkington, who was bitten ment. And the medicinal elements ol tbi of the natioral assembly, all passed
matchless blood purltler are Just as essen- in review to interestingly that the auby a rattler and died. No physician tial
health as the nutrito
was called, while the woman strug- tions elements of the meats, grains, fats dience insisted that Dr. Roberts coa- our
and sugarB of
dally food.
. v.o
during the period alloted Dr.
gled in agony for 36 hours before her
Not one drop of minerals or drues U nseil
S.
In its preparation.
Ask for S.
who was delayed by wash-nut- s
death. New York Sum
Just insist upon having It. And if y nm de- l. I. lloyd
aiw
Santa Fe.
on
sire skillful advice and counsel
the
write I
matter concerning the blood btv!
VACATE ORDER TO DISMISS
The law of the "survival of the
to the Medical Department.
fwut
"
Co., 5'J9 Swift Uldir., A.huun. Ga.
is not
to a certain extent
Santa Fe, Aug. 12 The state su- Specific
Do not allow some zealous clerk's elo- fittest,"
over
Bomethins "just as .,oil" ns dominant among the human race, acpreme court today granted the motion quence S.
8. 8.
to fool you with the f':e old
to reinstate and vacated the order to mineral
Beware of all suu.iUtuu!8. ceding to Professor E. P. Humbert of
drugs.
S. S. 8.
Insist
upon
,
Crich-tondismiss in the case of Roy J.
the 'State college, who addressed the
summer school this forenoon. Mr.
plaintiff, the United States Bank
and Trust company, et al, interveners,
Humbert decried the tendency of the
DEPOSIT SCHOOL FUNDS
appellants, vs. Andy J, Storz et ux,
Santa Fe, Aug. 12. That city treas- rewpapers to get ahead of scientific
Hardware urers must deposit school moneys facts in speaking of eugenics or
defendants, Wood-Davi- s
but admitted that more cars
company, et al, plaintiffs and appel- where the board of education directs,
lees, The cause had been dismissed was the opinion handed down yester- thenics but admitted that more cavo
upon motion of appellee for the fail- day by Assistant Attorney General human beings.
ure of appellant to file and serve
It was an intensely Interesting lecHarry S. Clancy, the matter being
briefs as provided by Rule XIII.
ture
that gave a survey of eugenics
town
in
.of
the
Gallup.
brought up
This is rather anomalous as the city and dwelt upon its application to the
Don't endure the needless pain and treasurer must give a bond for the human race. He emphasized three
torment of rheumatism, aggravated as safe keeping of the school funds and negative courses to prevent the reprocan deposit the city funds where he duction of undesirables. Stricter
it 13 by the hot weather. W. T.
of Immigrants which should
Nicholson, Ga., says: "I suf- pleases, just as the county treasurer
fered the aches and pains of rheuma- may exercise his discretion In the begin in the foreign country by tracing the ancestry of the prospective
tism, swollen feet. Irregular painful matter.
bladder action, but Foley Kidney Pills
immigrant; by scientific marriage laws
and by sterilization of undesirables.
fixed me up quickly. Foley's are the
$100 Reward, $100
best. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Among the positive measures he urgbe
The. readers of this paper will
ed the encouragement of men of geDrug Co. Adv.
pleased to learn that there Is at least nius and the
setting of a premium
one dreaded disease that science has
desirables
to propagate their
upon
GEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATION
been able to cure in all its stages, and
Santa Fe, Aug. 12. C. T. Kirk, pro- that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure kind. However, he laid the stress upfessor of geology at the University of is the only positive cure now known on universal peace as a great eugenic
force of war such as the present one
New Mexico, will leave tomorrow foi to the medical
fraternity. Catarrh be- In
Europe kills off the young and vif
Morlarity to begin invsstisat'ci
ing a constitutional disease, requires rile and leaves the inferior and cripin
the Estancia a constitutional treatment.
underground waters
Hall's
to propagate the race. However,
valley on state lands. He will take Catarrh Cure is taken Internally, act- pled
a eugenlor court may at times go
even
the logs of existing wells, observe the
ing directly upon the blood and muand professor Humbert cited
astray
stratificaformations
and
geological
cous surfaces of the system, thereby
Elizabeth Tuttle, wife of Jonathan Edtion and seek tt locate well sites at
disthe
of
foundation
destroying the
the most promising points. The Es- ease, and giving the patient strength wards, whose descendants include an
abnormally large number of college
tancia valley was very much dissat- by
building up the constitution and
presidents, governors. United States
the
isfied with the Investigations of
assisting nature in doing Its work.
federal government into the under- The proprietors have so much faith senators, scholars and other men of
imground water supply of that section in its curative powers that they offer great attainments and yet she was
and looks forward with much interest One Hundred Dollars for any case moral in the strict sence of the word
to the investigations
of Professor that It fails to cure. Send for list of and would be condemned as aa unde.
sirable.
was
this testimonials.
consultation
who
in
Kirk,
Dr. Edgard L. Hewett led his audi
forenoon with Land Commissioner R.
ToAdress. F. J. .CHENEY and CO.,
ence into Mexico and showed them
P. Ervien and the state engineer's
ledo, O.
means of lantern elides the great
by
office.
Sold by Druggists, 75o.
monuments of the.
known
constifor
Pills
Take Hall's Family
as "Toltecs," that is the builders.
"
Sufferers of Hay Fever pation. Adv..
Science has not yet clearly established
and Asthma Get a Bottle of Fowho these people were but Dr. Hewett
WHITEHEAD FOR LEGISLATURE
ley's Honey and Tar Compound
again emphasized that all the races
Restful sleep, relief and comfort
Santa Fe, Aug. 12. San Juan coun- cf the Americans' of whom science has
from choking, gasping asthma and tor- ty democrats have nominated E. S. any knowledge, were Indians.. Cholu-Ia- .
menting hay fever for those who take Whitehead of Aztec for the legislaMitla and other famous spots were
Foley's Honey and Tar. It spreads a tive house. Whitehead was opponent vit.ited and their ;great monuments
healing soothing coating as It glides of Judge E. C. Abbott for the district studied. In conclusion, types of tha
down a raw tickling throat and stops judgeship in the first state election. present day inhabitants, direct de
nomiirritating coughs and colds. 0. Q. The republicans will probably
scendants of the Aztecs were shown.
nate J. MS. Palmer, as W. Goff Black
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
has declined tjo make the race.
Adv.
Dangers of Cholera Morbus
In almost every neighborhood some
one has died from an attack of cholera
morbus before medicine could be procured or a physician summoned. Ev
CAPITAL PAID IN
ery family should be prepared for
such an emergency. Mrs. E. M. Snyder, Herkimer, N. T., says "About four
z.
--- w
years ago my husband had an attack
of cholera morbus. I gave him Cham
iii'"iT'7"',''ftllil(
berlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
Remedy and it relieved the pain immediately, and two or three doses of
I D. T. Hosklns, Cashier.
it effected a cure." For sale by all
dealers. Adv.
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CATTLEMEN

XHRE?
IN SESSION

' Meridian, Mies., Aug. 12. The increasing importance of the cattle raU-it.Industry In the south was evidenced by the large and representative
attendance here today at the opening
of the annual meeting of the Southern
Cattlemen's association. The association la about one year old and already
has a membership of more than 500
prominent cattle raisers in a dozen ot
the southern states. The present
meeting will continue several days and
will be devoted to the consideration
of a wide variety of problems relating
to the development of the cattle industry In this section of the country.
la connection with the meeting, each
afternoon there will be a sale of pure
bred registered cattle.
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Interest PeJd On Deposits

Woman's Duty to Herself
Every woman owes It to herself to
No one can
X.eep in good health.
reasonably be expected to maintain
a cheerful disposition when half sick.
Indigestion and constipation are two
of the most common ills to which wom
en are subject and fortunately are
easily cured. Mrs. H. C. Getty, Indiana, Pa., writes, "Last summer I
was advised by a friend to try Chamberlain's Tablets for indigestion and
constipation. This medicine not only
cured me of these disorders but toned
up my whole system so that my health
has been better than for years since
taking them." For salea by all deal-era- .
Adv.
READY FOR CUP CONTESTS

"

It will be

Taken Care of
with
Neatness and

New York, Aug. 12. Everything is
in readiness for the beginning of the
Davis cup matches at Forest Hills,
Long Island, tomorrow. The demand
for tickets indicates that the matches
will be witnessed by a record breaking
crowd of tennis enthusiasts.
The Davis cup is the most prized
trophy ever sought by men in the
world of tennis. It was given by Dwight
V. Davis in 1900, to be emblematic
of the world's team champion.
Since
that time many nations have engaged
id the struggle for its possession. It
emained In
until 1903,
when It was won by Great Britain.
Afler a lapse of ten years It was
brought back, mainly by reason of the
brilliant playing of Maurice Mclaugh
lin at Wimbledon, England, last summer. This years five nations bent
thier efforts toward again wresting
it from the United States Australia,
England, Canada, France and Ger- - KANSAS FOLK BUILD RAILROAD
mnny. The elimination contests finHutchison, Kan., Aug. 12. A standally gave to the Australians the right ard gauge fully equipped railroad is
to contest with the Americana for the
being built north from Pratt Kansas,
coveted prize
to a probable connection with the
Union Pacific without the issue of a
ACT QUICKLY
dollar of bonds. The promoters of the
which bears' the name of the AnDelay Has Been Dangerous In East read,
thony and Northern, are all residents
Las Vegas
and
Do the right thing at the right time of the district to be traversed,
they pay in the money for construcAct quickly in time of danger.
In time of kidney danger Doan's tion work and equipment as it is needed, while thei profits of operation go
Kidney pills are most effective.
Plenty of East lias Vegas evidence
of their worth.
P. Ciddio, tailor, 505 Sixth St., East
Las Vegas, says: "I had a. steady
ache across my loins and my right
side; When I stooped, I felt the trouMOST
ble more severely. When I lay down,
I could hardly straighten on account
of the pain. I attribute the trouble
to my sitting In a craped ppositlon at
my work Doan's Kidney Pills proved
to be Just what I needed. They not
only removed the pain and backache,
but gave me permanent benefit A
few years ago I gave a statement, telling how Doan's' Kidney Pills had
cured me and I have nothing to withdraw from It. My back and kidneys
have given, me no more trouble."
Price 50c, at all dealers. Don't
simply ask for a kidney remedy get
Doan's Kidney Pills the same that
FT'1"
Co.,
Mr. Ciddio had. Foster-Milbur- n
Props., Buffalo, N. Y. Adv.
this-countr-

GERARD CANCELS TRIP
Berlin, Aug. 12. Ambassador and
Mrs. Gerard, who had definitely arranged to sail for the United States
today on the Vaterland, have abandoned all idea of making the visit for
some time to come, owing to the necessity that exislts for the ambasador
to remain at his post during the war.
For several weeks the embassy has
NEW YORK CELEBRATES
been overwhelmed with the business
New York, Aug. 12. New York's big of looking after the Americans who
celebration in honor of the tercentary were prevented from leaving Germany
of the beginning of chartered commrce by the declarations of war.
in New York and the "opening of the
Pflnama canal, which was ushered In Keep your Lfver Active During the
last spring with a commercial exhibiSummer Months Foley Cathartic
Tablets for Sluggish Liver and
tion, entered upon Its second stage today. During the ensuing two months
Constipation
there Is to be a series of elaborate
It does beat all how quickly Foley
pageants given in the city parks. Fes- Cathartic Tablets liven your liver and
tivals and pageants of the children of overcome constipation. Ney Oldham,
the various nationalities represented Wimberley, Texas, says. "Foley Ca
in New York's population are to be a thartic Tablets are the best laxative
feature. The streets of old New York I ever used. They take the place" of
the arrival of the Dutch on Manhattan calomeL" Wholesome, stirring anl
Island, mu9lc festivals, athletic events cleansing. No griping. A comfort to
and opera on a movable stage, which stout persons. O. G. Schaefer and Red
will visit the principal parka of the Cross Drug Co. Adv.
city, are comprised in the program.
Tha state legislature has voted $100,- Why read news 24 hours late when
000 to help meet the expenses of the your home paper gives you the same
.festivities.
service hot off the wire?
,

OPTIC OFFICE
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GOAL

into a surplus to meet extraordinary
expenses. None of the officers of the
road draws a salary. Each of the townships through which the road will pass
pas Issued bonds to aid the construc
tion work, and these bonds are not
called for until the road Is built and
in operation through the townshln. The
company was organized in 1912, and
construction work was started in May
of last year. Three months later tha
read was In operation to Iuka, sir
miles from Pratt and since has
extended to the town of Strickler.
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HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
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"Nothing doing around

here electric lights are
worse than pistols and
bull dogs.
''Let's quit while the

quitting

is

good."

The annals of crime bear no record
of a wired house ever having been
Let us wire your
burglarized
house for Edison Mazda Lamps.

The Las Vejjas
Light and Power
Company

Four
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oder considered, as I
nwd the money."
Such an advertiser's extremity is
the saver's opportunity, because he can
use his savings to buy a piece of real
estate at a price which will net him

Any reasonable

DAILY OPTIC
ESTABLISHED

1879

a good profit when this temporary de
pression and "period of liquidation" is
ever, whkh will be very soon, unless
all signs fail.
. M. PADGETT.
....Editor.
Perhaps in this very newspaper
tfctre Is advertised a "Business1 Oppor
tunity" which appeals to you and
which you might take advantage of if
you had some extra money available
Enter! at the poatofflce at East tcr the purpose.
The only certain way to be ready for
Ui TgM New Mexico tor tran
mlealo
through the United 8tats business opportunities is to save and
nx&M a second class matter.
deposit in the bank.
To most money earners the question
of acquiring capital resolves Itself into
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
turning as much as possible of the
Dally, by Carrier
1 .06 earnings into a permanent Investment
Published by
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING
(Incorporated)

CO.

far

Copy
Oae Week
One Month
One Tear

16
66

--

fund.

ItulIJ up a savings account in some
the purpose of heing
ready for your opportunity when it
conies to you, as it surely will, sooner
or later.

MO good bank with
Dally, by Mall

One Tear (in advance)
OH Months (in advance)
One Year (tn arrears)
Hi Months (In arrears)

$6.00
J.00
7 00
B 76

o

Perhaps the saddest feature

of the

WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK

European war up to the present time
is the
poetry it has inspired.

GROWER

o

se Yeix
fix Months
(Cash

12.00
LOO

In

Advance for Mall

Berlin Is reported as going wild
over the news of the taking of Liege.
As to cost, the dead thousands on the
battle field are most eloquent,
o

WEDNESDAY.

IN FISH CANNERIES
TESTIFIES TO DEPLOR
PLIGHT OF GIRLS
AND FOREIGNERS

ABLE

look.

Conditions
ot this state

Aug. 12.

Seattle, Wash,
in the fish canneries
were severely criticised by Dr. Ther-es- e STOLEN MONEY IN
McMahon, a former member of
IIOTEUIRE HOSE
the state Industrial commission, in i
her testimony before the federal industrial commission.
ROBS ROOM OF GIRL,
JANITOR
"Girls are forced to work long
LOOT IN UNUSUAL
PLACING
hours under unsanitary conditions,"
HIDING PLACE
she said. "Their bunk houses are
veritable fire traps. No chairs are
Denver, Aug. 12. Miss Emily John
(provided. Most of the food I saw In
the houses was bread. Girls told me son, a guest at the Alamo hotel, Sevthat when they had finished their enteenth and Market streets, took a
work they were too tired to cook their bath yesterday afternoon. While she
meals. Moral conditions were very was bathing, Scott Parker, a negro
bad."
Porter, entered her room. Later she
Asiatic laborers are subjected to missed $10 from her pocketbook.
A Chinese laundryman saw Parker
brutal treatment, she declared.
"Chinese and a few Japanese under leave the room and informed the
contract agree to work 19 hours a day clerk. When Miss Johnson returned
and they often work 21," she testified. from the bath room and discovered
"Their contracts provide that if they her loss she also informed the clerk.
refuse to work on Sundays or over- The clerk conferred with Patrolman
time they will be fined 25 cents an John Burghart and Parker was ar- hour. Their pay Is 15 cents an hour. fested. The stolen money was not
"In some cases they work their fin found on his person Burghart dis
gers to the bone and their feet become covered it secreted in the nozzle of
so swollen that their boots have to a fire hose hanging on a rack just
outside of Miss Johnson's room.
be cut off."
Public ownership or the canneries
was suggested by the witness as a
remedy for conditions.
POLICE ASKED TO
The commission held only a mornon
session
account
of the
ing
Tuesday
burial of Mrs,. Woodrow Wilson.

Subscriptions.)
The Servian consul at London yesRemit by check, draft or money
were no move
rder. II sent otherwise we will not terday stated that there
in
and
Austrians
Servia,
this, in con
se responsible (or Ions.
nection with the noble defense of
on
free
application
Epecimen copies
Liege, reminds one of the kid saying
that little potatoes are hard o peel
AT
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
EXPIRATION OF TIME
As the real Armageddon looms up
PAID FOR
in Europe we hear less and less of
POLITICAL WISEACRES
the American counterfeit:
A Republican Suggestion In a
o
Advertisers are guaranteed the
Democratic County
The polo ponies of the Prince of
largest dally and weekly circulation
The "Enterprise" has received many
sf anr newspaper in northern New Wales have been requisitioned. Lord,
Mexico.
how are thy confounded.
expressions favoring the idea of a non
o
partisan legislative ticket for Grant
TELEPHONES
It seems to be chiefly up to the county. These views are from men
Main 2 socialists and the suffragettes to hold in all walks of life and are not conuslness Office
Main 2 demonstrations against war, which is fined to the voters of any single party,
Ntws Department
all of whom take kindly to the suggesnot at all to their discredit.
o
tion that each of the great parties
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 12, 1914.
Censorship with an axe, as exem name one candidate, the best man it
plified by the European powers, is has for that purpose and to do away
EFFECT OF THHMINOK
as bad as Napoleon's habit of with the usual political campaign and
equally
VICTORIES
issuing false bulletins. The suppres its pretenses, hypocrisy and vain prom
Bismarck, who opposed the taking sion of the truth is quite as criminal ises, never kept and never intended to
'''
be kept.
pf Alsace and Lorraine from the as Its distortion.
o
name
the
their
If
jbest man,
parties
I inch, pointed out that enforced posthe
v.iih
he is t.i
that
understanding
session of the two provinces would
do this duty by All the People, he is
WEATHER
RECORD
JULY
I ove a source of perpetual feud with
going to come nearer doing It than it
I ranee, and be a chronlo fester of
he is steered hither and thither by
THROUGHOUT STATE the part leash. The doing away with
discontent within the German empire,
a political campaign will bring out the
Itself. How well the old Iron Man's
test
material either party has and
shown
is
by
future
the
into
saw
PRECIPITATION
HEAVIEST SINCE
eye
will Insure
representation
'1892 WHEN FIRST STATE-MENthe recent taking up of arms by the
In Santa Fe this fall. If the'
question
on
the
prethe
WAS TAKEN
kaiser,
French against
vtre to be submitted to a vote of the
text of helping Servia, but with the
people, the "Enterprise" believes that,
The month of July averaged con from the expressions of opinion that
underlying motive of reacquiring her
siderably below the normal tempera have come to It, the great majority of
own.
For many years the statue in the ture but far above the normal In pre the voters would favor the
I
idea.- - Silver City Enterprise.
Dace de la Concorde, which repre- cipitation almost twice the normal
sents Strassburg, has been draped in fall of rain being recorded. The av
Might be Well
The News is in receipt of No. 1, Vol.
mourning. For many years the people erage for" the state was the greatest
1, of the Republican, published at Al
cf Paris and all France have burled since
records
1892, when climatic
buquerque, quite obviously in the intertheir most cherished hopes In the
o
faction. There
Potter's Field of unatainable desire. were first taken In New Mexico. est of the
During these Bame many years the na- Heavy local downpours were frequent is one thing we can agree on and'that
tives of the two provinces have strug- and many excessive rainfalls were re is that Mr. Andrews should give all
gled silently under the repressive
The greatest
corded.
amount of of his attention to his private busi
of their foreign masters, see- water fell at Lake Valley on the first ness, be it oil of the Pecos or copper
king only the day of deliverance.
when 4.9 Inches of rain came down end gold of Sierra county Alamogordo
News.
Though the taking of Altkrlch and within one hour and a half.
VfcNone to Throw Away
"Mulhausen has no theoretical mili-- .
the
Temperatures
throughout
It will be up to the democracy of
tary importance, its effect on the month- were remarkably even, no se
.minds of Frenchmen cannot be over- - vere cold nor extremely high temper Curry county to stand fast together.
ptimated. Up and down the boule- atures being recorded. Clear skies. New Mexico will have no democratic
vards of Paris rises the cry, "Once about the middle of the month or to votes to throw away1 this year. Let
more the French are in Alsace." The ward its close caused the highest tem- the republicans i& the division table.
enthusiasm is electrical, and an ad- peratures.- The lowest recorded was Clovls Journal.
'
Playing Hookey
vantage that even the military theor- from the first to.' the fourth. As a
ists would recognize is the impetus whole the month was the most favor The political atmosphere in the state
there victories, Inconsequential in able to agricultural and stock inter having cleared up, and the clouds hav
themselves, give to volunteering, not ests. Some loss occurred in the al ing soared above 'the mountain tops,
Acept in Bernalillo county where they
alone in France but in Alsace as well, falfa districts from the rains.
where to volunteer for France Is treaThe average' precipitation, for the bave no mountains, one can get a fair
son to Germany,
state, as determined from the records focus on the general principles. With
The situation is one that stirs the of 167 stations was 4.83 inches, or in three weeks the wagging of the oradeepest patriotism of the French and 2.56 Inches greater than July, 1913. tors' tongues will pull open the throtAkacians, and as fanaticism is the The month was 2.38 inches in excess tle of machine guns and from then unkeenest sword known to warfare, It of the normal precipitationi. The til election day, nothing will be left
is not hard to foresee the overthrow greatest monthly amount was 12.02 undone to break the suspense of mon;'
jl
t'''"' ;i "
of German control In the provinces of inches at the Gallinas planting sta otony.
While it is yet too :early to make
Lorraine and Alsace, whatever may be tion above this city.
that
any 'predictions,' it' ls"believed
the general outcome of the war.
most' politicians ar& doing some quiet
o
HARVEY'S 15 OPEN
34th 'season of this famous moun and effective work or are playing
SAVINU MONEY
tain resort Carriage out every Sat hookey. Cimarron News.
The man who has looked upon sav- urday ' morning, returning following
Qulen Sabe
The Republican of Albuquerque says
ing as an almost hopeless task, with Friday;
charges $10.00, transportathe Interest earned scarcely enough re- tion, $1.00. Special rates for long that Elfego Baca has the counties cf
ward for his efforts, ought to change er time. Address East Las Vegas, Bernalillo, Socorro, Sierra, Dona Ana
his views because of the great oppor- Box B. Leave orders at Mnrphey'i and Sandoval, and that Baca will be
the nominee of the republican party on
tunities now presented to those who r Plaza hotel. Adv.
the first ballot at Santa Fe, notwithiave saved.
Automobile stage fine to Mora tri- standing the color of any other horse
Pick up almost any newspaper and
yon will see unusual real estate op weekly, Tuesday, Thursday and Sat- on the field, but we are from Missouri
portunities because owners need the urday, leaving Las Vegas postofflca and have to he shown. We believe
to be
a. '. m., arriving Mora 9:45 a. . m. that a
money and will sell at a sacrifice."" That
Is where the thrifty man comes in. Leave Mora 4 p. m. arrive Las Vegas nominated but we kind of think his
He looks upon savings as capital, which 5:45 p. m. Fare for round trip, $5; name will not be Baca, it will be B. O.
If Invested opportunely will yield many one way, $3. Round trip tickets good Kemandea and that would mean vicfor one week- - H. B. Hubbard, Prop. tory for the party other wise "Qulen
times the usual rate ot Interest.
For example, the other day we read 119 Railroad avenue. Phone Main 397. sabe." Wagon Mound Pantograph.
V
Billy a Wise Guy
th's little advertisement In the "Claa-- ' -- Adv.
There isn't much danger of State
a
newspaper.
eified" section of
Senator Billy Walton standing for his
8uhscVlie for The Optic.
JTbis place must be sold at once.
i J.:
high-minde- d
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Baca-Romer-
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Spanlsh-Americanoug-
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12, 1914.

recall, because he voted to pay the
DIVORCE CASE
, uwni''""
i UNIQUE
vuumj ui.iui w
even though he is promised the nomination for congressman to succeed, the HAS FEVER TRIP, CAUSE
overworked Harvey B. Fergusson. Billy can read; and so far as the democrats electing a congressman from the HUSBAND REFUSES TO PAY FOR
JOURNEY INTO MOUNTAINS
Sunshine State, Billy knows the handFOR WIFE'S RELIEF
writing Is on the wall. Carrizozo Out-

CONDITIONS ROTTEN

WOMAN

AUGUST

UTILE GIRL

FIND

FOUL
MOTHER, FEARING
INVOKES THE AID OF

PLAY,
AU-

THORITIES
t

Denver, Aug, 12. The mother of
Gladys Hanley, 14, of 1134 West First
avenue, fears that the girl, who has
been missing for two days, may have
met with foul play, and today asked
the police to assist in the search.
The girl is five feet and four inches
in height, weighs 120 pounds, has a
Hark complexion and dark brown eyes
and wore a low crown straw hat with
a feather in it, and white lace shoes.
IX M. McBiride, who disappeared
Sunday, August 2, from the Metropol
itan hotel, ig being searched for by
the police, at the request ot his wife,
Mrs. Mary MoBr
.whp is at the Ox
ford hotel. She cannot account for
his absence. He is, 50 years old, five
feet and eight Inches tall, 'weighs 130
pounds, is slender, ..has a dark complexion; dark blue eyes and a heavy
moustache.

OH. ROBERTS
CACTUS

OPPOSES
FOR STATE

HE SUGGESTS SWEET PEAS FOR
FLOWER FOR THE COMMON- WEALTH

;

OF NEW MEXICO

Santa Fe, Aug.
he favor3
the sweet pea as the New Mexico state
flower because it lends itself to decor
ative purposes while thel cactus does
npt, Js the, statement of Dr. Frank, M
H Roberts, president of the New Mex
ho Normal University at Las Vegas
and one of the members of the state
board of education. ? v; .
The board meets today a t the
capitol to discuss various matters. In
cluding the naming of a state flower.
The school children of the state voted
some time ago on the flower to be se
lected, and the cactus won by a large
majority.
"IWCiP
Dr. Roberts declared that the chil
dren's vote is merely advisory and that
their selection is not binding on the
board.
"I should oppose the cactus for sev
eral reasons," sail Dr. Roberts. "The
cactus does not lend Itself to cultiva
tion ; the less cultivated the better it
thrives. I do not think such a flower
is the one to encouragd'our pupils to
study gardening! it latiks both educa
tional and decorative value. The sweet
pea, on the other hand, thrives in this
state and is very beautiful. It can be
used in many a color scheme at com
mencement exerlee8 and on other oc
casions. I think that Is where a state
fiOwer would shine."
l2.r-rTh-

KIDNAPED

at

GIRL MURDERED

Schuyler, Neb., Aug. 12. The mutilated body of Miss Louise Mick, the
girl who was taken from her
home Sunday, night by
kidnaper,
was found today in a corn field north
of Schuyler. The young woman had
been eaten to death with aclub.
Frank Heldt, a farm laborer, has teen
arrested. Miss Mick was taken from
her bed and carried away after her
mother' and aunt had heen bound with

Denver, Aug; 12. A new and unique
cause as grounds for dlvodce Is incor
porated in a complaint filed In the
district court today by Mrs. Sarah
Miller.
She alleges, among other
things, that her husband, Robert Mil
ler, refused to pay the expenses incident to a trip to the mountains
where she might obtain relief from
hay fever, with which she suffers..
Mrs. Miller charges that her hus
band is so stingy he will not stock
the cupboard with sufficient food to
keep her from going hungry. At times
when there is food in the house Miller
hides It from his wife, she avers.

h4

GORHAM
Sterling Silver,
Hawkes Cut Glass
AND

2

Pickard China
QUALITY IS FIRST
CONSIDERATION

At

TAUPERTS

MARKETS
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Aug. 12. Buyers of wheat
held themselves in reserve today un-

til prices had failed 2 cents. After
starting Vk to 2a cents and the setback becoming general to nearly the
extreme figures, there was a gradual
reaction all around. Closing prices
cent under last
to
were firm at
night.
Argentine government limitation of
bhiuments to other countries tended to
strengthen the corn market. The opencent oft to
up
ing, which was
was followed by a slight depression,
and later by gains averaging more
than 1 cent.. The close was strong
at 1 cent to 1 cents net advance.
Oats swung upward with corn.
Provisions dropped owing to lower
values for hogs. The biggest decline
was in pork, which soon showed a loss
of 45 cents. The closing quotations
were as follows:
Wheat, Sept. 93; Dec. 99.
Corn, Sept. 80; Deo. 70.
Oats, Sept. 41; Dec. 45V4- Pork, Sept. $22.23.
Lard, Sept. $9.60; Dec. $12.92.
Ribs, Sept. $12.92; Jan. $11.15.

less."

INHUMANITY

OF

Pi SHINu
1

CHILD
SPANKING

PARENTS TYPICAL OF
REFINEMENT OF

HIGHEST

BARBARISM

Slapping, spanking, and whipping
children are very common.- In mora
barbarous times, these practices were
universal. In our day, Inquiry proves
that most parents believe they have a
right to strike children, especially
small children. When punishments
are known to be exteremly severe,
neighbors and officers some times Interfere in behalf of the victims. For
cne such oase which becomes public,
fl.
there are hundreds where the parent
is sole Judge and witness, and there
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Kansas City, Aug. 12. Hogs, re is no court of appeal.
There is a story and a text in the
ceipts 7,000:""' Market 25 to 30 cents
lower..
paragraph which has been printed as
a Joke.
Cattle, reecipts 7,000. Market 10 to a newspaper Joke. It is not
'
15 cents lower.
It is as follows:
The parent was sure he had Inflicted
Sheep, receipts 3,000. Market stead v
the right punishment upon the child.
to 10 cents lower.
To make the lesson complete, he askJUDGE SIGNS ORDER
ed, "Do you knpw why I whipped you?":
Santa Fe, Aug. 12. District Judge ' Yes," answered the child, "because
E. C. Abott- - today signed an order in you are bigger than I am."
Consider this difference In size bethe Independent Steel and Wire company and Pittsburgh Trust company tween a parent and a young child. If
vs. the New Mexico Central Railway a giant 10 or 12 feet tall stood over
company, et al, case, in which W. S a man or woman and dealt out blows
Hopewell and Thomas p. Gable were for infractions of giantmade rules, the
interveners, the order being part of parent might realize what he ncv
the compromise agreement reached does to children. He jrobably does
The order directs Re not know either the pain, the physical
yesterday.
ceiver C. C. Murray to issue a re- injury, the nervous shook, the mental
ceiver's certificate for $5,350 in favor effects, nor the effects upon the other
of Hopewell and Gable to be made a children in the family. The effect uppreferred claim against the company, on the mother or father is another
The Judgment with interest and costs subject.
had run up to $10,700, which Gable
The pain is greater than a grown
and Hopewell had to pay because they person realizes. Spanking and whiphad., gone sureties on a Bupersedas ping stimulate the organs of sex. The
.hood to enable the railroad company nervous effects are such that the
to stay Judgment while the Harry S, same child frequently offends again
Friday damage case was taken to a within an hour. Feelings of bitterness,
higher court.
..(.;
hatred, and even revenge, rankle In
the heart of the child. The fear engendered in the mind of the victim
TREATIES IN SENATE
and of the other children is 'wholly
12.
"Aug.
Washington,
Secretary
bad. Parental control that is wise anj
Bryan's 20 peace treaties which Presi
as
Wilson
dent
has urged for immediate gcod cultivate a child's
ratification were taken up by the well as respect of parents. Whipping
In some
is destrustlve of
senate today in executive session.
ways, this is its worst result.
Children who have been asked how
they felt after being spanked or whipSCHOOLHOUSE ROOF
ped, have said that It made them want
to hit somebody, anybody. Since they
TORN OFF BY WIND didn't dare hit their mothers or fathers, they had a strong Impulse to hit
other children, or to kick the dog or
TERRIFIC WIND MONDAY,-NIGHT- t
the cat. One hoy said "it made him
'
WRECKS NEW BUILDING AT
feel ugly all day."
CIENEGUITAS
The faults of little children are largely the results of Ignorance, accident
Sana Fe,. Aug. 12. During one of and the forgetfiulness of immature
the numerous storms which occurred minds, on the one side, or the far-of- f
on the other.
Monday evening a hurricane not more adult point of view,
than 150 feet wide tore the roof off Grown persons would Justly resent corthe brand new school house in District poral punishment visited upon them
25, Cienegultas, below Agua Fria, and for Ignorance, accident or an unknown
carried it off 150 yards, demolishing point of view. Children try harder to
it at a loss of $50. The building was fit themselves Into a grown people's
completed only last Friday at a cost world than parents try to make- a
of $150 to the people and $300 to world for children.
the state. An Inner roof protected the
How can any parent have the opin
interior of the building from further ion that children may be taught hot
damage. The loss is a heavy one to to hit or strike others, hy being them-- '
thf: people of this district, whose resi- selves hit? How can any
parent whip
dents are poor, and it Is going to be a child for a fault which is plainly one
a real hardship upon them to raise the of Inheritance? How can parent or
money for a new roof. Superintendent teacher who resorts to" physical ' vio- -'
Conway himself will, donate $10. Last lettce, hold up the common ' rule of
vcar in this same locality a similar our socalled civilized socletyv "Never
wind carried off the roofs of four hit anybody smaller or weaker thaa
houses.
you are, nor any one-whis defense?!
"

Spanking and whipping children diminishes at just the age when children
ar big enough to hit back, and end
when they can really defend themselves.
Then later offenses, are fremore
disobedient, more deliquently
berate, more serious, and more aggravating, and large children are more
responsible as individuals, but the parents control themselves.
Reasonable deprivations or punishl.
ments take time and brains ana
They imply an interruption
iu adult occupations and interests, and
a temporary devotion to the education
of the child. The parent who is preoccupied, or ignorant, or selfish, or
tired, is not in a condition to be a
judge over a dependent, and therefore
in no condition to inflict any punishment whatever.
To save time, or to save thinking,
or to cut the interruption to the fewest possible minutes cowardly blows
'
are struck.
chilor
Slapping, spanking,
whipping
dren cannot he defended. They have
been universal. They are now common.
They are seldom discussed.
Possibly shame prevents parents from
talking about this important subject
It is time the practice was discussed
openly.

Children cannot oefend themselves.
Teachers and parents who have a high
standard of conduct, should speak and
write in strong terms condemning the
corporal punishment of children.
Parents and teachers who approve
or condone the whipping of children,
should study both physiology and psychology.

Scouts are giving Jack Knight and
Harry Wolter the double O and the
chances are that the two former
Yanks will again be seen in fast company. Knight, with the Cleveland A.
A. team, and Wolter, in the Pacific
coast league, have both played brilliant ball this season.
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self-respe-
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LIMING to get a

Come
ftomsStetson
theitf and let us
?

show you the ' latest

Soft and Stiff Stetsons for Fall. This is

your hat shop, remember

packed with alert and
virile styles for men
who feel that way about
their clothes. Drop in
and get acquainted with

the nevx Fall stock,

today.

-

BACIIARACII S
The Store of Quality
Opposite Castaneda Hotel
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PERSONALS

STANDING OF THE CLUBS

Vicente Montoya and Nicolas Cordova returned last evening from Saata
Fo, where they have been visiting with
friends for a few days.
A. A. Reilly and J. M. McHale left
tills morning for Santa Fe. They will
return to this city In a few days and
then go to El Porvenlr. They live In
Youngslown, Ohio.
Mrs. T. M. Elwood and son, Steven,
led this afternoon for Denver.
S. A. Taylor of Nolan Is In town
on a business visit
A, H. West of Colmor Is a visitor
In the city today.
Juan Coca of Canyon Largo came
la yesterday with a load of fruit,
II. E. Weber of Kansas City Is a
viEitor In the city.
Deputy ; Sheriff Felipe Lopez left
this afternoon for Raton where he
will take into custody and return lo
tl.is city with Dave Laemmle on the
charge of abandonment
J. A. Farrell, wife and daughter, are
In the city for a few days. They aro
traveling overland and come from Clifton, Ariz.
Mrs. R. J. Boyle and children of Raton are visiting friends In Las Vegas.
Judge Manuel C. de Baca and Frank
Guerin left this morning for Santa Fe
In an automobile.
Mr. and Mrs. Allen May are visiting
with friends in this city. They will
go to Oklahoma City from here and
then to their home In West Virginia.
Mrs. C. Ii. Wensell of Wagon Mound
is in the city on a short visit. .
B. Pratle of Louisville is spending
a fc wdays in this city.
W. G. Ogle left this afternoon for
Haton on a business trip.
Robert P, Dabney left this afternoon
for his home at Dallas, Texas, after
having spent a month in this city vlslt-itinwith Mrs. P. II. Le Noir. .
Stephen Powers retuned this afternoon from La Junta where he has
teen on a business trip.
Mrs. Tripp left this afternoon for
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STAFF AT LIEGE
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National League

r

W.

L.

Pet

New York

56

38

.595

Chicago; a".
Stf Louis J"l-i-

53

.'. .63

46
48

.533
.625

49

46

AW

...46
Philadelphia
Cincinnati" .V;" ...... 47

50
52
53

.473

63

.433

Boston

--

.

it.-- .

i

..

r......

,.,
Pittsburgh''.'5..'.''
.

Brooklyn

41
41

American League

' T

"? "iC:

Philadelphia
ronton , , ...
Washington
Detroit V.".
St Louia.
Chicago
New York .
Cleveland .

w.

l.

Pet

64
56
54
53

34
45

.033
.55 1

8

45
49
51

.520
.435

49

52

...'....45

56
70

Federal League
"

;

Baltimore
Chicago
Brooklyn

,

33

.
-

.

Indianapolis
Buffalo

.485
.443
.320

"

L,

Pet

53
56

41
44

.561

50
50

41
45
47

.549

rillsburgh

43

Kansas City

43
43

St. Louis

.515

W.

48

.56J
.526
.503

53
57

.412

Denver
St. Joseph
Dos Moines

Lincoln
Omaha
Wichita
Toreka

. .

.

57

.430

W.

L.

Pet.

66

43

.605

63

47

.571

61
65
53

47
54
54

.563

50

67
66

.467

.394

67

.396
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44
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DEVALAN'S
TO

COMET

BESEEN

SOON

CELESTIAL BODY DISCOVERED
LAST WINTER AGAIN NEARS
THE EARTH

YESTERDAY'S

.505

.49i

RESULTS

American League
R. H.E.
At Chicago
0 6 4
Cleveland
2 7 2
Chicago
Batteries: Mitchell, Collamore and
ONiel; Wolfgang and Mayer.
Second Game
R.H. E.
0 3 2
Cleveland
2
3 0
Chicago
Batteries:
Morton, Coumbre and
Egan; Cicotte and Schalk.

National League
At Brooklyn
R.H.E.
8 3
-- 2
,
Chicago
Devalaa's comet, F 1913, discovered
9 1
-- 3
Brooklyn! -last winter, la visible In the northeast
Batteries; Humphries, Vaughn and
and Is growing brighter. It rises at
Bresnahan,
Archer; Ragan and Miller.
midnight on the edge of the constella
tlon Auriga and is moving northeast
R. H. El
At Philadelphia
toward the front foot of tho. Great
4 10 0
Pittsburgh
Bear. The comet is 200,000,000 miles
5 12 1
Philadelphia
from the earth and is coming closer.
Batteries: O'Toole, Conzleman and
.
Superstitious people In the time of Gibson; Alexander and Killifer.
William ihe Conqtierer might have
made some predictions about EuroR. H. E.
At New York
pean affairs, with this comet as an St. Louis
3 6 2
incentive, as there was a proverb in New York
2 4 2
1066 "Nova stella, novux rev," a new
Batteries: Doak, Griner and Sny
star, a new king.
der; Mathewson and Meyers.
Besides the comet Devalan, there
and other celestial bodies of note in
R. H. E.
At Boston
the northeastern sklest, The annual Cincinnati .
0 10 0
August shower of meteors reached Its Boston 0 5 1
maximum number August 10. The
Batteries: Ames and Clark; Tyler
radiant of this belt of shooting stars and Gowdy. Called "on account of
s
is in the constellation! Perseus, and
13 Innings,
the Perseids may be seen about once darkness;
every minute. The August shower be- ' " "
Federal League.
gan July 11 and will last until AuR.H.E.
At Chicago
gust 22. This shows that the stream Brooklyn , "
8 6
-- 2
is very wide, the earth moving 60,000,. Chicago
3 2
-- 0
000 miles in passing through it.
d
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has received assurances through the American minister at The Hague that the cases of
distress among Americans in Germany
have been much exaggerated.
A Rome
dispatch to the Central
News says that the Messagegero publishes a message from Basel, Switzerland, stating that two German infantry regiments were annihilated during
the battle with the French troops at
Muelhausen.
The German regiments mentioned
are the Eighth Baden infantry resi-meNo. 169, which was stationed at
Lapr In Baden, and the Fourth Prince
William's Baden Infantry regiment
No. 112, stationed at Muelhauseni. The
divis
commander of the Twenty-nintion attached to the Fourteenth armv
corps, whose headquarters were ai
Freiburg, is said to have he: . :.,lled..
Another dispatch from Ri - : the
Central News says the Cor, 'pre d'lt-- l
alia publishes a telegram fr:.n the
frontier stating that an Austrii-i-: er
brigade has been exterminated
on the Austro-RusBiafrontier.
The Austrian cavalrymen are said
to have attacked the Cossacks who
were accompanied by artillery. They
were unable to hold their own and
tried to" get back across the frontier,
but had fallen, and men and horses
were caught in the marshy ground
and shot down until not a man remained alive.
A Central News dispatch from NIsli,
Sf rvia, says Prince George of Servla,
wns wounded while watching the Austrian bombardment of Belgrade today.
The prince was standing on the walls
of the fortress when a fragment of
shell struck him on the head and
rendered him unconscious. The wound
la said nto to be dangerous.
German Army Massed Near Liege
The official press bureau of the
British war office says today:
"Of the 26 Germany army corps the
buk has been located and It Is evident that the mass of German troops
Is concentrated
between, Liege and
Luxemburg
"The number of German troops
known to be on the western side of
that country provides that the eastern
theater of war, the
frontier, so far as Germany is concerned, is camporatlvely.Bghtly guard
ed unles by reservists." y
War between Great Britain and Aus
it is expected-I- London,
will be declared tonight.
h
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Protest Coal Shipments
Detroit, Mich., Aug. 12. Adolph,
Niederpreuen, secretary of the local
German-AmericaCity league, has
sent a message to President Wilson
protesting against alleged violation of
neutrality laws by the shipment of
coal from the United States toiCanada
by way of Port Huron. His message
fellows:
"My attention having been called to
unusual shipments of coal from this
country to Canada over the Grand
Tffih'k railroad via Port Huron, flcbj
Igan, I, as secretary, and In behalf oT
"
the German-AmericaCity league,
citizens
American
12,000
of
composed
of German descent, regard it as our
duty to vigorously, protest against, and
to call your attention to, these appar
ent violations of. neutrality as proclaimed by our government."
n

n

Pacific Mad Liner In Port
Honolulu, Aug. 12. A cablegram re
ceived today from Yokohama says that
the Pacific Mall liner Nile, which has
R.H.E. Jusl arrived from Honolulu, has can
At St Louis
2 9 1 celled her trip to Hong Kong and back
.
Pittsburgh
4 10 1 to the United States owing to a re
StJ. Louis
Batteries: Barger and Berry; Brown port that a German cruiser is in the
straits near Kobe, Japan. The Nile is
and Simon.
chartered1 British' steamer.. She
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R.H.E. left San Francisco, Juiy 25.
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San Francisco, Aug. 12. The Brit
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ish sloop of war Algerine was spoken
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;
.,.
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Western League
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as such communication la strictly forbidden under the neutrality regulations enforced by United States radio
inspectors, that the Leipzig was In
touch with the Nuernburg, which it Is
onw known Is also scouting off the
coast.
The Algerine reported that she was
without wireless and for ten and a
half days she had been dodging up
the coast from San Diego.
More flotsam from some British warship was brought up by the tide today,
this time on the northern shores of
the Golden Gate. There was nothing
to indicate what vessel it came from,
and the supposition still stands that
it is debris thrown overboard by the
Rainbow when she cleared for action
on leaving this port before dawn last
Saturday.
Whether the two German men of
war now patrolling outside the harbor
take any prize or not Is largely a
matter of how long their coal holds
cut. There are eisht British, vessels
and three Frenchmen due here at
almost any time.
The Leipslz ran fine Into port for
sufficient coal tt-'kher to the near-et- t
home PTt at any time she wishes.
In th" "ise the German vessels off
i' roast, the neteest l nme port Is
: :Jua!1. Trlnnd of Snvaii, German Samoa, distant between two and three
v

op?--

8

stoamins;..

The Nurenberg Is In different plight.
Vr Inst known port of call was Hono- ulu, under the American flag, and
is not ellcrfble to call for coal at
another American port for thr!e
months subsequent to the date of her
departure, unless in the meantime she
has touched at a home port. Inasmuch
as she was sighted west of Honolulu
on July 29, near Midway Islands, this
Is not, believed possible.? j'. ' Either she must
capture coal soon
or put back to Samoa for It. A pos
sible complication In the situation is
that a tramp laden with coal consign
ed to the United States coaling station
at California City, on San Francisco
Btiy, is due here soon. As a ship under the registry of a hostile nation,
this collier is technically liable to
capture, whoever the consignee.
Seventeen British
vessels, two
Frenchmen and five Germans are tied
up In the harbor. Four of them are
laden and two have taken out their
clearance papers, but do not dare
move. Among them is the TJnlon lin
er Moana, bound for Australia, duo
to sail tomorrow.
si-.-

:j

Atlantic Patrolled by British
New York, Aug. 12 The western
Atlantic ocean is? closed for shipping
as far south as Trinidad, according to
announcement made by Admiral Sir
Christopher Craddock on, the British
cruteer Suffolk, through the British
consulate here today. The Suffolk is
now not far from New York cityt
The cooisul went on to say that
ther were five British warships in. the
western Atlantic and that their patrol was eo effective that all British
shipping interests had been" assured
that there was little danger from Ger
man craft.
This Information was brought from
Admiral Cradock by the captain of
the steamship New York City, which
the Suffolk halted outside of 'New
York harbor yesterday.
"The report from Admiral Cradock
is most assuring," said R. Norworthy,
acting British consul gneral, "and I
have notified the steamship lines that
the ocean is now clear' of German
AflJ
idruisefsS ";As the message-tra- m
rtfrar Cradock involveS'th movement'
of the fleet and plans of the admiralty
it cannot be made public."
The five cruisers are the Suffolk.
Admiral Cradock's flagship, the Lan
caster, the Berwick, the Bristol and
'
the Essex:
Wireless Censorship Opposed
The Marconi Wireless Telegraph
Company of America addressed today
a protest to the secretary of the navy
agains governmen censorship of its
wireless messages, and asked that
they be cited the law under which
the government Is acting in establish
ing pfuch. a censorship. Protests
against the censorship have been
made recently on behalf of the Ger
d
wireless stations at Tuck- N.
erton,
J., and Sayville, L I. The
Marconi company's protest signed by
John W..GrISS9i President,, says in
... ....
part:
,;,
"We are aware of no status of the
United States or of any treaty or rule
of international law which Justifies
the Intervention of a government cen
sor or the stoppage of this company
In sending messages In the ordinary
way."
man-owne-

-.

Servian Artillery Movements
Nlsh, Servia, Aug. t2. The Servian
and Montenegrin armies, which have
effected a Junction on the border of
Herzegovla, now are operating to get
the Servian artillery, which Is engag
ed In the bombardment of Gorashda,
on the River Drlna, 28 miles southeast

of Saraveyo, the Bosnian capital Ser
vian troops already lad captured the
Bosnian town of Vardisha, at the Junc
tion f the Rivera Drina and Llm.
,

rive
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Some Important outpost encounters
are reported on the Servian frontier
at different points on the rivers Save
and Danube.
The bombardment of Belgrade, the
Servian capital, by the Austrian artillery continued today and heavy mar
terial damage was inflicted on the
city.
Reports reaching here from Sofia
state that the Bulgarian government
is preparing for eventualities, but it
is not known what it has in view.
The German cruisers Goeben and
Bheaslau have entered the Dardened-les- .

priest Seeks Commission
Aug 121 (via London) Application for the restoration
of his commission in the Russian army
has been made by Father Buatovitcb,
a former officer of the guards, who
is now superior of a monstary on Mt.
Athos in the peninsula of Salonika.
Father Bulatovlch purposes remaining In religious orders and In imitation of crusading monks at the time
of the Tartar invasion of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries will
head his troops in uniform covered
with his cowl.
St. Petersburg,

Warships Sighted on Maine Coast
Portland, Maine, Aug. 12. A British
warship ,and a vessel believed to have
been a German steamer were sighted
off Bone Island early today by Captain H. p. Dennlson Of the steamer
Governor Dingley, which arrived from
Boston this afternoon. Although, the
steamship displayed no flag, Captain
Ijennlson was certain it was a German
craft Persons on board the Dingley
thought that the strange steamer was
making fpr, the three mile limit with
the warship in pursuit
German Staff at Liege
Brussels, Aug. 12. (via London)
It was officially announced here today, that the German retirement reported yesterday is becoming more
marked. No other news from the
front has been made public.
A letter received here from Liege
says the German general staff is in
stalled there in the convent of the
Sacred Heart which Is strongly barricaded. The Germans, It adds, are
accumulating quantities of flour in
case they should find themselves In
vested Instead of being the besiegers.
Austrian Blockade Ceast
Vienna, Aug. 12. (via London)
An effective blockade of the Montene
grin coast has., been established since
yesterday by the ,,
fleet according to an. official announce
ment here today.
inn out
ambassador
The
to Italy, Katetan
Mercy , de Kapos-Mer'has resigned his post on the
ground of ill health. Baron Karl Von
chief at the
Machlo, departmental
foreign office,
b'een appointed to succeed him tem., ..
porarily.
Austro-Hungaria-

n

Austrqt-Hungaria-

e,

Austro-Hungaria-

,as

n

.

Huntington's Safe
Washington, Aug. 12. Mr. and Mrs.
Archer M,. Huntington are "safe and
well In the Grand hotel at Nuremberg," according , to a consular dispatch today which: makes, no mention
of their having been arrested or re..
........
leased.
Charge Haimhausen of the German
embassy, who sent a dispatch through
the state department
early today,
making Inquiries for the Huntingtons,
said that he did not think it likely
that they had been officially detainedi
Red Cross Active
Rear Admiral Aaroa Ward, retired,
will take command of the American
Red Cross hospital ship, which Is to
operate in European waters. He is
at Alx le Bains, France, and today
cabled .Miss Mabel Board man his ac
ceptance of the command.
The Red Cross is now gathering
funds to fit out the ship, which is to
be selected and chartered by a committee headed by Surgeon General
Bralsted of the navy. It la expected
to sail soon with a number of hospital

14, 1912.

units to be dropped at different points
as nearly as possible to places where
their services are required.
A bill to appropriate 040,000,000 to
buy ocean-goinships to carry Amer
icans was introduced by representa-- '
tive Moss of West Virginia
They
Will be auxiliary vessels for the navy.
g

French Statement of Fighting
Montreal, Aug. 12. A cablegram
from Paris to the Montreal Star gives
the following account of an engagement between the French and Germans:
"The French war office Issued an
official announcement today stating
that the troops of the republic have
been victorious in engagements with
the Germans.
"It was further officially stated that
all the German soldiers who penetrated France In the department of the
Meuse and Meurthe have been given
back across the border.
"At Mangiennes, northeast of Verdun, a sharp engageme.nt took place
in which the French claim to have re- the Germans with heav lrr?es.
Six guns, three heavy pieces cf artillery and three rapid fire guns also
fell Into the hands of the soldiers of
the republic
"A battery of German artillery was
disabled
"During the early stages or the battle the Germans fought with such
fierceness and stubbornness that the
French lines were on the point of
wavering, then reserves were thrown
forward to support the French front
This turned the tide, ana according
to the French, war office dispatch, the
French troops then began a counter
attack."
The Carolina, belonging to the Com- pagnie Generale
reached Montreal today. She will em
bark 1,000 French reservists for Havre,
her sailing port, at the end of the

ing whether or not Interference had
occurred.
The disputed play, prompting the
Pittsburgh club's protest occurred In
the sixth inning! of the 21 inning game
played in Pittsburgh. With one out
Wagner singled, taking third on Viox's
hit to center. 1'he throw by Bescher
to third went under Wagner as ho
was sliding. Wagner picked up the
ball, which lodged in his clothing but
dropped it after carrying it some distance, thus allowing him to reach homa
safely.
Wagner was declared out for Interference and Viox who reached third,
was sent back to second.

NEW MEXICO EDUCATORS

,

Trans-Atlantlqu-

week..

Another arrival was the Canadian
Paclfio railway steamer. Mount RoyaL
from Antwerp.

PITTSBURG PROTEST
DENIED BP TENER
PRESIDENT FINDS THAT UMPIRE
WAS ACTING WITHIN
i
... HIS RIGHT3
New york, Aug. 12. The Pittsburgh,'
club protest of the game won by New
York In Pittsburgh July 7, was today

AUTHORS OF TEXT BOOK
DR. FRANK H. H. ROBERTS AND R.
E.

TWITCHELL JOINT

WORK-

ERS ON CIVICS AND HISTORY

Santa Fa, Aug. 11. "A History and
New Mexico," by Dr. Frank
IT. H. Roberts and Col. Ralph Emerson Twltchell has Just come rrom press
and today the department of education, In pursuance of a resolution of
the Btate board of education, accepted
It as an official text book for tha
higher grades of the public schools.
The book happily combines a civics
with a history, thus linking the two
subjects which are naturally correlated. The plan of the book la In some
respects unique and was first suggest,
ed by Dr. Roberts, after much thought
and study In a similar work on Wyoming. The constitution of New Mexico
for Instance, is printed In parallel columns with, that of the United States,
like subjects being placed aside of
each other. This shows at a glance
how closely the New Mexico constitution follows the national constitution,
that priceless charter of American
liberties, which thinkers the .world
over have declared the greatest etato
document ever drafted. '
Similarly, a triple parallel column
enumerates the ' legislative, excutlvo
and Judicial powers, a double column
contracts the Bcope, powers and ad
ministration of these different powers
In the federal and state governments
and it is surprising lo note in this
manner how close the analogies run.
The student will there in one effort
study the civil government of the nation as well as of the commonwealth.
The historical part was written by
oClonel Ralph E. Twltchell, who, ot
course, was
qualified
for the task.
Civics o

disallowed by President Tener. In dis
posing of the protest the president
of the National league held that Um
pire Byron was acting within his
Why read news 24 hours, late when,
rights and in '.Accordance with, the your home paper gives you the same
playing rules or the game In deterniltti service hot off the wire?
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"Madonna!" ho cried, growing thn
parcel that he carried upon tha tabl?
and golug to Iris with outatretticJ
hands. "I entreat your forgiveness, but
there w as no paint w ith w hich to mak f
the divine blue see, like this!" He
swooped down upon a length of silk
which lay near by and flung it upo:
her shoulder. "I have it now, and yo;.
will not be angry because I was ab
sent, eh?'
"Ob, no," she answered, beaming
at the sound of his voice.
He next turned to Cassie, the sight
of whom did not disconcert him in th6
least, a fact which Iris noted with re
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BROTHERHOOD
LODGE NO. 2, A. F. V FRATERNAL
NO.
102 Meets every Monday night In
A. M. Regular communication first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
In 8 o'clock. Visiting members are cor
third Thursday
earn month. Visiting dially welcome. J. C. Wertz, president;
bothers cordially In J. T. Buhler, Secretary; C. IL Bally,
M. Cary, W. M, H. 8. Van Treasurer.
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PRIMARIES AT CERILLOS
Santa Fe, Aug, 12. County Clerk
Mareelino A. Ortiz went to Cerrillos
today on, business in connection with
These pritomorrow's
primaries.
maries will be held throughout the
county at 7:30 o'clock. The lour city
precincts will elect 48 delegates and
the outside precincts 74 delegates.

AUGUST

RODEY AND PROGRESSIVES

Santa Fe, Aug. 12. The fact that
LOCAL
Bernard S. Rodey has been
closeted with progressives in Santa
Old Taylor WhlsRey and Sherwood
Fe since yesterday noon, has given
rite to the report that he Is seeking Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.
the endorsement of the progressive
Club breakfast every day.
Hotel
organization for on independent race
"
'
;;
F.omaine. Adv.
for congress.

PORK DROPS FIFTY

SATURDAY'S

NEWS

CENTS

MARKET

GENERAL

P

Adv.

PEACHES FOR PRESERVING
WE HAVE

$1.00

BOX

"T

Economy

IARS

1.2 Oal.
Quart

GET YOUR ORDER IN EARLY

Masons
1- -2

Gal.

Quart

Pint

Pint

JELLY GLASSES
STONE JARS AND CROX

-

hall tonight.

We have all the
fresh fruits and
vegetables on

'

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv
The Baptist Ladies' Aid will hold a
take sale Saturday, August 15. Adv.
The Catholic ladles of tee West side
will give a social Monday evening,
August 17, at Hotel Romalne Adv.
The church that was recently built
at upper Las Oalllnas will be dedicated on Sunday by Archbishop Pitn-va- l
of Santa Fe.

STEARNS' STORE.

the market.

JOHN H. YORK
GROCER
AND

The Republican primaries of the
West side will be held tonight at the
court house.

lb

Good
COOKING

IKE DA VIS
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Judge Leahy left last night for Santa Rosa where he will hear several COMMERCIAL
cases and draw the grand jury for
:'
Sept ember 28.

CASH GROCER

s

,
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all Grocers
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Not "Heavier Than Air
:'';lv'

3
f

hut lighter are the bread,
cakes, biBCuiU, etc., baked
from Pure Quill flour. Try
a sack of It and see how
your reputation as a baker
will soar. Pure Quill flour
costs do more than other
high class flours but Is worth
more as no other Is fully
equal to It Order a sack
to-la-

'

T5he

CLUB

GETS GOOD RESULTS

Dr Stork visjted the home of Mr.
and Mrs. J. T. Rogers, Jr., at Shoe- CONSIDERS PLANS FOR AVIATION
MEET DURING COUNTY
maker, last Saturday night, and left a
bright little seven and a half pound
FAIR WEEK "
baby girl.
,..k
The board of directors of the ComA special train passed through Las
mercial club met last night and transVegas this afternoon. General Manacted regular business. It was found
ager F. C. Fox, Superintendent Bristol and F. L. Myers were members of that the advertising done by the club
the party on board.
during the past year was of great
value to the city and that th club
The convict camp below Vegas on the was in better financial condition than
road to Santa Fe has broken up and it has been for Beveral years.
the men have been removed to another
As a result of this summer's camcamp. They have done excellent work paign for advertising the city the
on the roads.
directors mapped out and began the
plans for another, next summer to he
W. C. Page and E. S. Lewis left
bigger and better than the one this
afternoon for the east on an exten- year. With the support of the town
sive buying trlpv They expect to be and other members of the Commercial
away for several weeks and will visit club the board should be able to adall of the large eastern cities while vertise
Vegas in an extensive way.
purchasing stock for their new store.
One of the matters discussed at the
meeting was the obtaining of a Mr.
A marriage license was. issued by
Bell, an aviator, to fly on the three fair
tlie county clerk yesterday afternoon
days in October. Bell is a Curtis
to Jose Adan Madrid and .. Adelaida trained bird man and flies a
Curtis
Sandoval, both of Sanchez. The wed biplane. He is at present stationed
ding took place this morning at the in Colorado Springs where he is to
Church of Our Lady of Sorrows.
make a series of flights. While there
he will endeavor to circle Pikes Peak.
Felipe Sanchez, an old time resident When talking of flying in this
city he
of the West side, is Berlously ill at faaid
that he would guarantee a flight
his home and Is being taken care of of 1000 feet or more.
by friends. Sanchez works for B. O.
The matter of bringing Bell to Las
Murphey and the Red Cross Drug Vegas for the 5th, 6th and 7th of
store, and is well known by residents October will be discussed
by Mr.
of both the West and East sides.
Scuthard of the Commercial club and
the county fair commissioners next
Victoriano Padllla came' in this Saturday.
nicrning from his ranch. He brought
some oats six "feet in heigh th and COTTON EXCHANGE CHANGES
well hearercdshrdlu cmfwyp cmfwyp
New York. Aue. 12. The New Ynrlt
well headed as a sample of what his ccttonJ
exchange has decided to 'adopt
crops will be like this fall. He also the suggestion of the conference of
brought a stalk of corn about eight cotton evchanges recently held at
feet tall and of a sturdy character. Augusta; Ga., and date its trade a
year
These products were raised on
from August 1, instead of September
land.
1. beginning with the year 1915. Thfs
action is explained on the ground that
NOTICE
new crop receipts during August have
Parties leasing state land should been running heavier during recent
use every precaution possible to pre- years as a result of increased produa-tiovent prairie fires which are likely to
in the southwest and Improved
occur this fall and winter, owing to gli;ning facilities.
the unusual growth of grass. Fire
guards should be plowed and the
CHINESE TO REMAIN
grass burned between such guards.
Santa Fe, Aug. 12. After giving the
Grass growing in the center of roads ease much thought' and deliberation,
should he burned and destroyed, as Federal Judge William H.
Pope today
roads free from grass often make ex- decided that Dong Sick Yow, a Chicellent fire guards.
nese, is entitled to be in this country
and revoked the order of deportation.
In the New York Sun of Monday a Dong Sick Yow was in custody at
list of Americans who have escaped Deming and one of the features of
from Germany and are safely In Lon- the case was a comparison of Dong
don was printed. Mrs. T. B. Hawks, Sick Yow's photograph with that of
mother of Mrs. W. E. Gortner of this his father, so as to establish his idencity, and a granddaughter, are in the tity.
'

1 10 POUNDS FOR $1.00
kt

BAKER

Andres Pollock has applied at the
court house for $2 bounty for a coyote list and are marked up for sailing on
klHed by him near Mineral Hill.
August 15 on the Red Star liner Lapland. Mrs. Hawks and her grandThe Minerva club meets tonight at daughter have been in Germany for
the home of Mrs. L. B. Romero on the the past year, the granddaughter at
West side. The entertainment is to tending a college at Bonne.
be in the form of a lawn, party.

APPLES

,

Las Vegas Roller Mills

Jefferson Reynolds, President
s
S. B. Davis, Vice President
President.
H. Erie Hoke. Assistant Cashier.
Hallrt Reynolds, Cashier.

E. D. Reynolds, Vice

d

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS. N.

M.

Capital, S100.G0O; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.

In every department of Banking we
are prepared to give the best of service

Interest Psld on
Al Ibe Home of

y

Time Deposits

the Best of Everytbing Eatable

n

o
o

and COFFEES

U

o
Last Spring while building our new store our stove warehouse was
damaged by fire. We were then too busy moving, to clean all
these stoves. We have Just cleaned and polished all Stoves and
Ranges damaged by water and will guarantee them the same as
new. Here is your chance.
35 Ranges,
$14.75
oven, heating closet; worth $25
11 Majestic Ranges,
with water front; worth $C7.50 $47.50

THE GHAAF

MAMD MORE-

II

LUDWia Wij. ILFELD
Hardware and FurcKure

Even thing in

OI

Next (o Bridge

o
o

WILL PRESERVE

E

Chicago, Aug. 12. Agitation by con
sumers againBt high prices had con
siderable to do with today's decline
of 40 to CO cents per hundred weight
in the price of hogs as compared with
yesterday's quotations. .
This was admitted today at the
stock yards, where it was said threats
of a general boycott against all kinds
of pork had the effect of cutting oft
the demand from butchers. In some
cat.es the drop in prices since Monday
has been as great as a dollar. Coin
cident with the boycott threats, hos
receipts have enlarged greatly.
Likelihood of a widespread abstention from beef and mutton as well as
pork, also was taken notice of at the
stock yards. Today's prices for cattle
w ere down 10 to 15 cents and for sheep
and lambs there was an equal decline.
Morris and Company, packers, is
sued a statement today saying:
"Present prices for fresh meats result from purely local conditions. Unsettled conditions in Europe have no
influence."
The statement is accompanied by
statistics showing a falling off of receipts.
Pork loins were 7 to 9 cents lower
than on Monday; ham five cents down
and spare ribs 2 cents lower.
J. R. Brown of the Drovers Journal
explained that the previous advance
was due to the effect of the war scare
04 the money situation, which affected
hog shipments, rather than to an Increased demand for product
A leading packer today announced
the sale of 2,000,000 pounds of canned
meats to the French government
BAILEY BACK IN HARNESS
El Paso, Texas, Aug. 12 Former
Senator Joseph W. Bailey today an

nounced that he would jenter the con
test for the United States senatorship
in 1916 if the democratic state con
vention in session here refuses to
adopt his resolution opposing nationwide prohibition.
Mr. Bailey made this statement as
he learned of a plan of the majority to
oppose the resolution.
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SPECIAL ORDERS
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MOTOR CAR CO.
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Don't cheat yourfelf out

of your Summer

Vacation.

A HOOSIER KTCHENCABN
will save you

an hour or two out
A

every day.
J.

of your kitchen
dollar a week gives you this luxury

C. JOHNSEN & SON.

Exclusive Local Agents

Ail

E

i

'
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Fenate: Met at 11 a. m.
Debate on Secretary
Bryan's 20
peace treaties was begun in executive
session. '.
House: - Met at noon.
Hearing on financing the cotton crop
was continued before the agriculture
committee.
Representative Howard of Georgia
called on the department of justice to
investigate Increases In food prices.

if
nam yy.i.M'ftarin

i

i
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1

EXTRA

TIRE.

L

TODAY IN CONGRESS

TU

.

For the best on the market today see us.
Miller
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
Non-Ski-

AUTO BARGAIN
1913
model six cylinder

MAKES SAD JOURNEY
Denver, Aug. 12 James T. Macey
started for New York to await the ar
rival of the body of his wife, who

committed suicide in London last
Saturday. Mrs. Macey, according to
press dispatches received here, said
she had been ordered out of a Belgian
hospital to make room for wounded
soldiers. This and the fact that she
was separated from her
son,
whom she had left in care of her
mother in Germany, are thought to
have caused the suicide.

GUARANTEED

ator Joseph B. Foraker this mornlnir
conceded his defeat for the republican
nomination for United States senator.
He telegraphed his congrtulation to his
successful competitor. Warren G. Harding, of Marion.

FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop

THE

--

1;

0 EY

Saved by Using

FLEET TO LEAVE MEXICO
Washington. Auc. 12. All th
ships of the Atlantio battle fleet will
ue wunaxawn from Pera Cruz and
brought north by September 1.
FORAKER BEATEN
Columbus, O.. Aug. 12. Former Sen

need-

ALL WORK GONE AT OUR SHOP

Chalmers. Practically new; bargain
for quick sale. Inquire Wm. Whalen,
Las Vegas Auto and Machine Co.
Adv.

n

and tires and Fiske tires and everything
ed for the auto.

For eale,

SEIY

IK 1

SIN

f
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Endorsed by America's Finest Cooks
SOLOY

YOUR GROCER

-

ASK FOR IT

LET US
Clean
or Dye
yourold

14-l-

We are Sole Agents.

OF

BY

zocn

CHASE & SANBORN'S
TEAS

BOYCOTT

A TIRE CASE

T
H

HUNDRED

BUTCHERS
fi'KiTiraTii;R-iRi;grz-

B.

A

DUE TO THREAT

DECLINE

"

Regular dance at F.

V

12, 1914.

Garments.

M

CAN PLEASE YOU

Las Vegas Sitzm Leocdry

smi

An Optic Want Ad Will Get

What You Want
When You Want It

